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Implementing and Supporting Challenging Courses
via Multifaceted Professional Development

Five Connected Components
1. Elementary School Professional Development Tied to Everyday 

Mathematics

2. Secondary School Professional Development Driven by Mathematical
Modeling

3. Middle School Liaison Teachers Charged with Promoting Vertical 
Articulation of Mathematics Curriculum K-12

4. Administrator Awareness: Recognizing and Supporting Effective 
Mathematics Teaching

5. Pre-service Teacher Education: Linking College Math to K-12 Math

*Paper available providing an overview of key aspects of the partnership.

http://hub.mspnet.org/index.cfm/10673


A Student Explaining Her Ideas



Elementary School Component:
Teacher Learning Logs and the IMI Forum
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Learning Log & Forum Samples -1-
Going Beyond the Standards

“Just for the fun of it I gave my class the end of year assessment from the series that 
some SCH classes are still using. My kids giggled and commented on the ease of the 
tasks. I was way pleased with the speed and accuracy that they had in completing 
the test. The majority of the kids scored 85% or higher. …Months ago I thought some 
of EM was a little too hard and went beyond second grade standards. Although it 
does dip into higher grade standards--it did not hurt.“

Changes Before and After Piloting Everyday Mathematics

“I've been anxious to see how my students would do on the math portion of the 
NWEA MAP test. Last year (without using EM), as I circulated throughout the testing 
room, I couldn't believe the questions these students were being asked. I had NO 
idea how the students could even BEGIN to think about them! This year (after piloting 
EM), however, the kids had been exposed to so much more! As I circulated around 
the testing room, I was confident that even if the students DIDN'T get the right 
answer, they still had some exposure and at least a BASE to build upon. I felt like I 
had prepared them so much more efficiently this year! Their scores were MUCH 
better than last year. I especially noted a huge difference in my higher students. They 
absolutely soared this year! “



Learning Log & Forum Samples -2-
Building Better Problem Solvers through Inquiry Based Teaching

“Students are excited and having a great time multiplying and dividing. It is easy for 
them and they are thrilled. Parents have written notes saying how surprised they are 
that their child is learning so much and they have fun as a family doing the home 
links!   My students improved over last year's class in most assessed areas of math 
significantly on the NWEA test this spring. I was happy to see that number sense and 
problem solving were so high. That tells me that the students are learning math 
relationally and not instructionally. Therefore they can apply their knowledge and 
understanding across the board in many different situations! THAT IS WHAT I HAVE 
LEARNED THIS YEAR. STUDENTS LEARN BETTER WHEN THEY ARE ALLOWED 
TO DISCOVER AND EXPLORE RATHER THAN BEING TAUGHT 
INSTRUCTIONALLY AND THE SO-CALLED "LEARNING" IS PROVIDED BY THE 
TEACHER.” 

Building Better Teachers

“I told the assistant principal that a year ago, if someone had told me that I would be 
working with second graders to compare and contrast the differences between four 
different types of pyramids, I would have said, "No way!" It is amazing to think what 
this program is doing. I think that I am a better math teacher because of it, and I have 
had to strengthen my own math skills just to be able to teach it.”



Learning Log & Forum Samples -3-

Problem Solving in Kindergarten

“More of my children can count to 100 at mid-year than ever. The ability to problem 
solve, through exposure of Minute Math, has resulted in more children able to do 
simple problem solving at the end of the first semester. “

Connections in Grade 1

“One day in October, we were doing the getting ready mental warm-ups on the 
number line. I asked if any of my students knew anything about the numbers before 
zero on our number line. One of my students, who excels in math, said, "Sure those 
are negative numbers. I get it now. It would be like if you gave me a dollar for good 
behavior (we use a classroom mini-economy) and I was really bad and you took two 
dollars away. I would have -1 dollars left." Back in October I was nearly dumbfounded 
by this first-grader’s application of a new concept, however, many other students 
have since made similar connections. I have never seen this kind of language in a 
first grade classroom. I often see this above and beyond thinking during name 
collection boxes or during number stories. I am pleased with the thinking that EM 
encourages.”



Learning Log & Forum Samples -4-
Teachers and Classrooms Collaborating

“Patricia, I love that idea!! How about taking it a step farther and sharing your final 
sheet with my school and vice versa. I think my students would get a kick seeing how 
similar and different some of the names could and would be. I'm sure it will spark their 
creative juices just a little bit more knowing that other peers will be looking at their 
work! Let me know what you think.” 

Teachers Supporting Each Other in Teaching Everyday Mathematics

“Most lessons in EM are set up so that the students can discover or explore concepts 
before actually teaching strategies. Take the ballpark estimates for example. We are 
asked not to initially show the children how to round and then later we can show them 
a more formal way of estimating. I think that we are supposed to see how the 
students solve the problem first then show them a formal way. I know many parents 
are at first confused and frustrated by partial sums. I explain to them that partial sums 
teaches students the actual value of the digits and shows students all the steps 
involved in adding, not just the short cut. I've found that partial sums also helps the 
students learn subtraction easier too, because they actually understand the 
relationship of the numbers and what each digit stands for. I hope this helps in some 
way. Good luck!”



Learning Log & Forum Samples -5-

Teachers Sharing Enthusiasm for Everyday Mathematics

“I had nightmares about this lesson the night before I was to teach this. For those of 
you not in second grade, the objective of this lesson was for students to create 
different kinds of pyramids with their straws and connectors. Since this is my first year 
teaching 2nd grade EM (I was 3rd grade last year), I was not too sure what to expect 
with this. I figured it would just be a disaster. However, I was pleasantly surprised that 
the pyramids were a HUGE success! Most of the students' creations turned out even 
better than mine. Following this lesson, we had a wonderful class discussion about all 
the different types of pyramids and most students were even able to name the 
number of faces, vertices, and edges! It was so great to see all the students so 
actively involved and excited. They learned so much just from this one lesson 
because it was so hands-on and they were actually able to see what they were 
creating. Our pyramids are still resting on a classroom table, one week later. The 
students don't want to take them apart. Some even wanted to take them home to 
show their parents! This is why EM is so AWESOME!”

See additional discussions on the IMI  Forum.

http://www.indiana.edu/~iucme/emlog/phpBB2/


Pre-service Component:
Enhanced Mathematics Content Courses for 

Elementary School Certification Students
Prior to the IU-IMI NSF Partnership Grant

Elementary school certification students completed:
a 4-credit math for elementary school teachers course
a 3-credit Finite math course

7 total math credits

The Grant Supported a Significant Change in Infrastructure:
Elementary school certification students now complete:

Three 3-credit courses in math content connected to the elementary 
school mathematics curriculum

9 total math credits

One of the keys to rigorous and challenging elementary school 
mathematics instruction is extensive learning of mathematics by 

future teachers that challenges them to deepen their understanding 
of the mathematics that they will be teaching.



Students Collaborating



Pre-service Component:
Linked Courses for Students Certifying
to Teach Mathematics in Grades 6-12

The term “linked” has a dual meaning:

A linked course is a 1-credit course linked to and designed for 
specific undergraduate mathematics courses (linear algebra, 
multivariate calculus, mathematical modeling, and probability & 
statistics). Links are taken concurrently with the math course.

In these linked courses, preservice students make links
between their undergraduate mathematics course content and 
the content & pedagogy of secondary school mathematics.

*Paper available on Implementing Linked Courses.
See also the linked course Web Page.

http://hub.mspnet.org/index.cfm/10671
http://www.indiana.edu/~iucme/linkedcourses.html


Linked Course Feedback

Linked Courses Push Students to Consider High School Math More Rigorously

“I guess I made the most connections with the prime numbers and the factorizations. But 
more importantly all of the matrix activities that we did. I loved them and to be honest, I 
did not think of matrices in that way at all before the class. Now I am thinking more 
creatively about activities that will create in-depth critical thinking about the concepts. To 
me, the class was one of the best (one of the most inconvenient times) but also, 
probably one of the most helpful. I think that you did an excellent job and I really enjoyed 
the way you opened up a whole new way of thinking about the high school curriculum.”

Linked Courses Help Students Begin Thinking Like Teachers

“I have enjoyed the class. I wish that my other math classes were a little more teacher—
"think about this when you are teaching"—oriented. I do think that you have shown us 
how some of the topics are related and why we need to know the math behind the 
algorithms.”



Administrator Awareness Component:
Workshops Help Administrators

Attend to Mathematics Education
Many administrators are willing but unable to engage in dialogue with teachers about 
mathematics learning and teaching. Through a series of workshops, administrators 
learn about issues in mathematics education and even engage in doing some 
mathematics.  The response has been extremely positive: In 2004-05 already over 
100 administrators have signed up for workshops, with more to be scheduled.

Workshop Foci

Support Teachers and the Implementation Process

Gain an Eye For The Constructivist Classroom

Develop a Support Network

Learn Some Mathematics

Stay Current With State & Local Mandates



Parent Night



Middle School Liaison Teacher Component:
Vertical Articulation of K-12 Math Instruction

The current IU-IMI NSF Partnership builds upon a previous NSF grant 
devoted to middle school mathematics education by expanding the scope to 
elementary and secondary school mathematics.

Middle school mathematics teachers who emerged as leaders are now 
supported as they work to articulate and integrate the mathematics 
education in their districts from Kindergarten through high school 
graduation.

These liaison teachers help connect elementary and secondary school 
mathematics instruction.

This work parallels an effort in Indiana known as the P-16 initiative aimed at 
aligning education from pre-school through college.



Middle School Liaison Teacher Meeting



Secondary School Component:
Teaching Mathematical Modeling and Learning 

Mathematics via Mathematical Modeling

Professional development through summer institutes and 
academic year workshops all devoted to helping teachers 
incorporate mathematical modeling in all of their math courses.
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High School Teachers Gaining Perspective 
on Mathematical Modeling



Percent of Students with Pass/Pass Plus 
on Fall 2003 ISTEP+

Traditional Student  EM% Compared to TraditionalEM 
Student

Grade 3
District

64%+17%81%A

60%+44%83%H
73%+0%73%G
48%+10%59%F
72%+11%83%E
46%+4%50%D
52%+9%61%C
81%+12%93%B

Traditional Student  EM% Compared to TraditionalEM 
Student

Grade 6
District

66%+22%88%A

66%+4%70%H
66%+10%76%G
41%+6%46%F
66%+7%73%E
69%−4%64%D
57%+6%63%C
69%+4%74%B



Parent Night



Elementary School Standards Binder
Everyday Mathematics Curriculum Alignment & 

Assessments Mapped to State Standards

Articulation to Indiana Academic Standards:

Sample Assessment:

• Grades K through 5
• Available to all Indiana teachers
• Print or electronic form through CD and Web Site

http://www.indiana.edu/~iucme/elementary/resources/
http://www.indiana.edu/~iucme/elementary/resources/#alignmentandassessment
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